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Abstract

In order increase the precision of the luminosity mea-
surement and to benefit from the smaller diameter of the
LEP beam pipe, a new luminometer is being built at
Saclay, in collaboration with CERN and INFN-Pisa. We
describe the design of this calorimeter consisting of 2 cylin- —>
ders of 12 layers each. Each layer contains tungsten, used |
as converter, and silicon crystals, divided in pads, as sen- ^,
sitive medium. g
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The expected performances are reviewed. Special atten-
lion is given to the systematic errors.

A prototype of this detector has been exposed to a 50 •=
GeV electron beam at CERN in order to check the behav- 1Q
ior of the silicon detectors, front-end electronics and full Q-
digitization and readout chain.

I. INTRODUCTION
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In the first two years of LEP operation, the four ex-
periments have demonstated their ability to perform high
precision measurements. The Z" lineshape measurement
systematic uncertainties coming from the absolute lumi-
nosity have been reduced below the 1% level [l|, much
better than what was expected at the time the luminos-
ity monitors were designed |2). This has allowed a precise
déterminai ion of the electroweak parameters |3J.

Further high precision measurements of the Z" will soon
be limited by the systematic accuracy of the luminosity
measurement: an improvement in the determination of the
number of light neutrino species from the hadronic cross-
seclion requires better luminosity systematic*.

In addition, measurements with separately polarized
beams, which are foreseen at LEP, will play an important
role in the study of electroweak processes. The precision
for *tn2Cn- measured from the determination of the left-
right asymmetry A^u will be one order of magnitude bet-
ter than what is currently achieved from the measurement
of the leptonic width of the Z". In order to obtain this ac-
curacy, precise luminosity measurements with good point
to point reproduribility and high statistic.» are required.
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Figure 1: R-z view showing the angular coverage of SiCAL
compared to the existing luminometer LCAL

Therefore, the ALEPH collaboration proposed |4] in
1990 to complement the existing luminosity calorimeter
(LCAL) with a compact silicon-tungsten calorimeter which
extends the low-angle acceptance for Bhabha events from
55 mrad down Io 24 mrad as shown in figure 1.

Reduction of the inner radius has been made possible
thanks to the low background levels in LEP which allowed
the replacement of the former !><?am pipe by a smaller one.
This improvement will achieve a factor four gain in lumi-
nosity statistics. Additional advantage» of the new detec-
tor are that it is free of cracks, it is substantially denser
than the existing calorimeter and that it is not shadowed
by other detectors.

The compactness and better internal precision of the
new calorimeter will contribute to an improved un-
derstanding of systematic uncertainties. The existing
calorimeter will be slightly shadowed by the SiCAL which
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Figure 3: Alternated rotation of successive layers

A. Mechanical construction
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Figure 2: Schematic r-t cross-section of SiCAL

replaces the small angle tracker (SATR). The two detec-
tors will provide two indépendant measurements of the
luminosity, and can be used together to obtain a larger
acceptance.

In what follows, the design is outlined, the expected im-
provement in systematic accuracy is discussed and beam
tests of a prototype are briefly described.

II. CALORIMETER DESIGN

The SiCAL calorimeter consists of two cylinders, lo-
cated at small angles around the beam pipe, and held
symmetrically with respect to the interaction point at
z - ±2.5m. Each cylinder is made of 23.4 radiation
lengths (Xi) of tungsten, instrumented with 12 equally
spaced silicon layers. Each silicon layer is sandwiched be-
tween 2 tungsten plates (1.95 Xn thick in total) forming a
sub-assembly. A general view of the calorimeter is given
on figure 2. Each silicon layer contains 16 sector shaped
silicon crystals, each subdivided into 32 pads.

The assembled SiCAL has no continuous (or "protec-
tive") vertical crack, even though the calorimeters are split
into halves to install them around the beam pipe. This
is arranged by alternately rotating the sub-assemblies in
depth by -3.75°, 0° and +3.75° in *. This conception
also improves the $ resolution for showers (figure 3).

The density of the detector volume is kept as high as
possible by reducing the total gap between tungsten plates
in a sub-assembly to 2.43mm. This includes silicon crys-
tals, their ceramic supports, the GlO machined plate and
a 100pm insulating kapton foil. All connections, pre-
amplifier cards, etc are placed outside the tungsten disk's
outer radius.

The design ensures perfectly homogeneous tungsten con-
verters: one tungsten plate of a sub-assembly is bonded to
a 0.5mm thick aluminium foil, and the other is bonded to a
1.6mm thick GlO plate. The sub-assemblies are then phys-
ically supported via precision holes in the GlO plate. This
latter plate plays a crucial role in the internal positionning
since it supports the silicon detectors.

The precision of the luminosity measurement depends
ultimately upon the relative radial position of pad bound-
aries. This is designed to be within 25/jm. We reach this
precision by
a) mounting the silicon detectors on precision ceramic sup-
ports with a jig to within ± 5/xm
b) precisely machining the GlO plate and drilling the po-
sitionning holes in temperature controlled conditions. The
positions of these holes are then measured. It is via these
holes that the ceramic supports are referenced with pins.
Similar care is taken positionning each sub-assembly. Fi-
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Figure 4: Schematic view of a silicon detector

nally, the relative position of calorimeters halves is mea-
sured using light-diode position monitors with a precision
of ± Sfim.

A 2mm wide lead annulus is inserted into the central
hole of the calorimeters in order to protect silicon crystals
from synchrotron radiation entering from the beam pipe.

B. Silicon detectors

Each 22.5" detector petal is cut out from a 300fim thick,
4" silicon wafer. The sensitive area is surrounded by a
single peripheral guard-ring. It extends from r=61mm to
r= 144.6mm and is divided in 2 sub-sectors 11.25" wide
each subdivided radially in 16 pads on the p-side as shown
on figure 4. The capacitance of these pads varies linearly
with the radial position from 25pF to 5OpF at full depletion
with a biasing voltage of £? 50V. The leakage current is
approximately InA per pad.

The silicon sector (n-side) is glued onto a gold-plated
ceramic support. A kapton foil with readout and biasing
voltage lines is glued on the p-side; it will transmit the sig-
nal to the front-end pre-amplifiers (see below). Extensive
tests were made of front surface readout lines printed over
poly layers on the p-side. This interesting approach was
abandoned because of the additionnai capacitance, cross-
talk and reliability of the connections to the pads.

Adjacent silicon detectors overlap as follows: the 16 sec-
tors of a layer are mounted alternately at two different
depth» on the GlO plate. The overlap extends over the
azimuthal region delimited by the guard ring, so that the

boundaries of active areas from one crystal to its neighbour
are aligned; this ensures a full 2»r coverage in azimuth, free
of any crack. The 3.75° alternated rotation in anmuth
from layer to layer results in an effective pad width of 3.75"
in 4>, comparable to the radial segmentation.

C. Electronics

We will surname here the main features of the front-
end amplifiers, digitizers and acquisition modules whose
description can be found elsewhere [2].

The charge induced in an individual 300pm thick sili-
con pad varies from 3.8fC for a Minimum Ionising Parti-
cle (MIP) to about 3.8pC for a 10OGeV electron at the
shower maximum. This signal is integrated in a charge
sensitive amplifier located or. the detector. This ampli-
fier, AMPLEX-SICAL [5], is a modified version of the
UA2 ample* chip [6| where fast-or and calibration circuitry
were implemented while adjusting the gain for our specific
needs. Each chip reads 16 input channels which are pre-
amplified, shaped and hold, then multiplexed into a single
output line at readout time.

The main features of the amplex chip are the following:
the resolution is of the order of 1 MIP, the random noise
about 0.2 MlP per channel, the linearity extends from 1
MIP to 1000 MIP with a RMS non-linearity about 1 MIP,
the gain spread is kept within 3% by selecting chips. In
addition, a fast-or output, average of the 16 channel sig-
nals, is used for triggering purposes. The internal calibra-
tion circuitry, consisting of CMOS switches and capacitors
connected to each charge amplifier input, allows an indi-
vidual channel calibration to 1%. The power consumption
is 10OmW per chip, resulting in 4OW per calorimeter, and
requires a cooling system to extract the heat.

The multiplexed signals coming from the amplex will be
digitized in the same type of Fastbus MUX-ADC (Multi-
plexed Analog to Digital Converter) as the ones used for
the ALEPH electromagnetic calorimeter (EGAL) [2J. The
analog signals from each of the 16 amplex channels are
sent sequentially to an 8-fold multiplexer followed by a 12-
bit ADC (AM 6112) working in successive approximation
mode. The digitization of 128 channels requires about lms.
Twelve such ADC's chips are mounted together in a single
Fastbus Multiplexed-ADC module. In order to profit from
the fast zero-suppress feature of this MUX-ADC, we are
using 16 such modules to readout the 12288 channels of
SiCAL.

Chip readout multiplexing and its synchronization with
the ADC conversion are controlled by a programmable
fastbus sequencer identical to the one used for the ALEPH
ECAL. To start the digitization, the sequencer receives the
trigger decision from a Trigger Supervisor module, which
is a protocol unit interfacing the LEP timing signals and
ALEPH synchronization signals.



The data fmm the MUX-ADCs are readout by an
ALEPH Event Builder which performs pedestal subtrac-
tion, gain corrections and sends the formated data to the
main Event Builder. It also monitors data during data-
taking and performs the calibration tasks between LEP
fills.

The task of t lie trigger system is to start the readout
of Bhabha events, while rejecting most of the background
created by interact ions of off-momentum particles. The
present 4 bunch operation of LEP will soon be upgraded.
In order to ensure the long term compatibility of the SiCAL
trigger electronic?, the aim was to obtain a first level trig-
ger as early as possible. A digital approach was taken
using flash ADC's and 70MHz Programmable Gate Ar-
rays (XILINX) Therefore, the fast-or signals coming from
11.25" sector? will be first digitized by 7-bit flash-ADC's,
then summed in various programmable combinations and
compared to programmable thresholds to provide trigger
decision.

A slow control VME-based G64 system monitors the sil-
icon detector bias voltages and dark currents, temperature
probles inside the detector, position measurement diodes
and low voltage power supplies.

III. PERFORMANCE AND
SYSTEMATIC PRECISION IN

LUMINOSITY
MEASUREMENT

A. Luminosity statistics

As already stated, the SiCAL fully covers the angular
region in © from 24mrad to 58 mrad without dead zones
in $. The effective Bhabha cross-section is estimated to be
144nb for a fiducial requirement that includes only events
where the showers are cen •] at least one pad width in-
side the active region. This . a substantial improvement
over the existing detector effective cross-section of 26.3nb
and represents an increase in the measured ratio of Bhabha
events to visible 7" decays at the Z1' peak from .77 to more
than 4. This increase in luminosity statistics permits de-
tailed studies with the data. More important, it makes the
contribution of the luminosity statistics to the error in the
ALP asymmetry measurement negligible.

B. Resolution

The performance of SiCAL which presents a 2A'., sam-
pling has been studied using a full EGS Monte-Carlo sim-
ulation !"]. The following resolutions were obtained on
reconstructed clusters:

• Energy resolution: 2 2 . 5 % / ^ = 3.3% at 45.5GeV.

• <J> resolution: 3.25mrad averaged over the radial fidu-
cial acceptance.

• © resolution: O.lmrad.

• Radial resolution: 250/xm.

The resolutions are sufficient to reject background (see be-
low). In order to obtain a more precise definition of the
luminosity fiducial volume, a commonly used technique is
to consider showers near a radial pad boundary [Ij.

C. Systematic precision

The main experimental source of systematic uncertain-
ties in the luminosity measurement is currently the geomet-
ric definition of the acceptance which contributes to about
.5% (l|. The lowest order QED Bhabha cross-section at
small angles is roughly:

di)
const.

This implies that the error in luminosity determination
from Bhabha events coming from the lower angular bound
is: AL/L =: 2A6m i r ) /9m , r l . This means that the internal
precision to minimum angle ratio has to be decreased to
get better systematics. The SiCAL internal positionning
precision goes down to 25^m which ensures that the sys-
tematic error coming from this source will be kept much
below the 0.1% level.

Moreover, the SiCAL is considerably denser than the
existing calorimeter. The size of electromagnetic showers
is therefore reduced, as well as the relative position pre-
cision for Bhabha events which scales with it. This im-
provement, combined with the absence of cracks and dead
zones, reduces sources of error related to shower size, e.g
shower leakage, and should guarantee an excellent agree-
ment with the event simulation program. Altogether, we
expect a systematic uncertainty from geometrically related
sources of the order of 0.1%.

D. Background rejection

A potential source of problems is the off-momentum
electron background. The rate of these off-axis elec-
trons, deflected into the ALEPH detector by the low - 0
quadrupoles, increases rapidly with decreasing radius while
their spectrum gets harder. The mean off-momentum en-
ergy is expected Io be around 26GeV. The main method
of removing this background is to impose a two-arm co-
incidence of minimum total energy in the 2 calorimeters.
Monte-carlo simulations show that the energy resolution
at the trigger level is sufficient to eliminate the majority
of these events. Imposing full shower containment, by re-
stricting our fiducial volume, will allow tighter total energy
cuts and decrease the final correction if needed.



IV. BEAM TEST OF A
PROTOTYPE

The aim of these tests was twofold. First, check the be-
haviour of the detector in almost real conditions. Second,
get the full readout and acquisition chain working in the fi-
nal, although at smaller scale, ALEPH DAQ environment.

The prototype consists of 4 tungsten-silicon layers, each
partially equiped with 3 crystals. The analog chain con-
tains 12 amplex cards, a mother board which splits the
commands to the amplex cards and sends the analog out-
puts to levels adaptors in order to match the ADC input
voltage range. The acquisition chain includes MUX-ADC,
sequencer and events builders as described in section II.C,
linked to a VAX 8200 online computer.

We exposed this detector to 50GeV and 10OGeV elec-
trons, and, in addition, 70GeV muons for alignment pur-
poses. The trigger system was based on coincidences of ac-
ceptance defining plastic scintillators. The particle trajec-
tory was measured upstream of the detector with a silicon
crystal tracking system based on 24 strips per crystal, 2mm
pitch, 24mm wide (previously used as the CERN NA 14 sil-
icon active target). Sixteen such crystal? were used, As the
strip capacity is in the same range than SiCAL pads, they
were readout by the same electronic chain as the proto-
type itself. Pedestals were recorded and calibrations were
performed between data-taking periods. In order to fol-
low the shower longitudinal profile, we added from 1 to 8
radiation lengths of tungsten in front of the detector for
some runs. Our data-taking rate was about 80Hz and the
tracking efficiency was measured to be about 90%. In total
we collected close to 10° events, shooting in various radial
and azimuthal areas of the detector.

At the present time, the results of these tests may be
summarized as follows. The whole readout and acquisition
chain has proven to work perfectly. The silicon detectors
and associated electronics give full satisfaction provided
the leakage current is kept below 10OnA per silicon pad.
Signal amplitudes are as expected and show clearly the
sharpness of electromagnetic showers in very dense ma-
terial. The off-line data analysis and comparisons with
Monte-Carlo predictions are in progress and will soon pro-
vide the measured energy and position resolutions.

\
its compactness, high density, good pad to pad calibration
and inherent good solid-state stability.

The DELPHI |8] and OPAL |9j collaborations foresee
the use of similar devices.

The SiCAL calorimeters are currently being built and
will be installed during the 1991-1992 LEP shutdown in-
side the ALEPH detector. They will complement the ex-
isting luminosity calorimeters, while closing the detector
acceptance at very low angle.
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V. SUMMARY

The present luminomity monitors used in the LEP ex-
periments have provided good measurements of the lumi-
nosity, but appear limited both statistically and systemat-
ically for the high precision measurements of electroweak
parameters planned for the forthcoming years. SiCAL will
provide ALEPH with an important increase in normalisa-
tion statistics as well as better systematic precision due to


